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A series of short articles 1 
on 

 

Transparent leadership and sustainable project management2 
 

Article 1 of 5 
 

Helgi Thor Ingason and Haukur Ingi Jonasson 
 

We have written a series of four books for the modern business professional who needs to 
be able to lead and participate in different kinds of projects and understand and practice 
different contextual, leadership, technical and communication aspects of project, 
programme and portfolio management. For the readers of the PM World Journal, we are 
introducing our series through a set of short articles, where we explain our ideas and scope. 
This first article gives a brief overview of the series in whole. 
 
The series is tailored to creatively strengthen four key proficiencies of the reader; strategy, 
leadership, implementation and communication. We intend the reader to develop his/her 
personal leadership and managerial style and the ability to take ideas and advance them 
through planning and execution – with the transparency and accountability that successful 
project management today demands. In line with the demands of the modern business 
environment, emphasis is put on both the technical and human elements of effective 
management, aligning the objectives of the project leader, team, and organization within the 
project’s social and environmental context. 
 
The series is primarily written for the next generation of project, programme and portfolio 
management. Icelandic versions of the books have been taught for years in the most popular 
and successful management education and training program in the country. They reflect the 
integrated nature of this successful program and the integrated nature is designed to meet 
the needs of those who want to lead well in both their professional and private lives, 
deploying self-realization into the leadership of businesses, public bodies, NGOs and society 
in general.  
 
The books are fully aligned to the most recent version of the IPMA Competence Baseline 
ICB4; they are practical as handbooks and as important support documents for those aiming 
to get certified according to the IPMA certification system. Businesses, government agencies 
and all manner of organizations require people with the vision and skills to conceive and 
execute their plans.  

 
1Editor’s note: This series of articles is by Professors Helgi Thor Ingason and Haukur Ingi Jonasson at Reykjavik 
University in Iceland.  Active researchers and educators in the field of project management for many years, they 
are the authors of a series of books on project management and related fields, published by Taylor Francis / 
Routledge in 2018 and 2019.  See their author profiles at the end of this article. 
 
2 How to cite this article: Ingason, H.T. and Jonasson, H.I. (2019). Transparent leadership and sustainable project 

management. PM World Journal, Vol. VIII, Issue X, November. 
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The series will be of interest to an international readership as it is aimed at professionals 
who seek to gain and employ a better understanding of their own leadership capabilities to 
become successful practitioners of modern strategic project management. This is a 
challenge as modern projects are typically planned and operated in an international context, 
through the collaboration of people from different countries and with different 
backgrounds.  
 
The international transparent leader is analytically and ethically ready to manage others in 
a spirit of self-reflection; flexible and taking advantage of criticism and communication. He 
works in constant, considered awareness of the project’s content, context and consequences 
upon self, the team, organization, society and the environment. This is the vision on which 
our series is based. 
 
Finally, we share with our readers a drawing by our long-time collaborator, Halldor 
Baldursson. His drawings have become an important part of our books and they really help 
to shed light on difficult concepts and Halldor often provides a different and interesting 
perspective with his drawings. The following drawing gives an overview of our series in 
whole and we challenge our readers to identify which part of the drawing refers to each part 
of our four books, Project: Strategy, Project: Execution, Project: Leadership and Project: 
Communication. We will provide the answers in our forthcoming sequel of short articles in 
the PM World Journal.  
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